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OUR MISSION STATEMENT:  
Temple Sholom is a Reform Jewish congregation that welcomes traditional and non 
traditional Jewish families and individuals, aspiring to create a warm and caring  
Jewish atmosphere fostering inclusiveness and community. We engage in life long 
learning, worship, lifecycle events and social action (Tikun Olam), while cultivating  
a love and understanding of our Jewish heritage and promoting the perpetuation  
of Judaism. Temple Sholom strives to be an inclusive and accessible synagogue,  
welcoming to all who wish to meaningfully participate in our Jewish community.

February is Jewish Disability Awareness & Inclusion Month!

We are all created in the image of God  
and deserve to be treated with respect  
and dignity. We are each a blessing to  
our Temple community.  

Within our congregation, we have people of all ages who have various special needs —  
not all of which are visible. The Inclusion Task Force was formed to create and encourage  
a welcoming, supportive atmosphere for all people, including those with special needs.

Our Mission: Temple Sholom’s Inclusion Task Force provides support and special programs  
for adults, children and families with special needs, and engages them so they become active 
members within our Temple community.

The Task Force is comprised of congregants who are Teachers, Special Education Administrators, 
Occupational and Physical Therapists, Psychologists, Speech Pathologists, Social Workers and 
other volunteers who work professionally with children with special needs. We work closely with 
adults and parents to ensure any needs are met, and that Task Force members, our clergy, the  
Religious School Educator & staff uphold the highest level of confidentiality.

Join us on Sunday February 3rd from 9:45-11:30am for 
the screening of the documentary film “Deej’ and a 
discussion hosted by our Inclusion Task Force.  
Questions? Please contact Josh Bornstein, Chair of our Inclusion 
Task Force at jgbornstein@gmail.com



Under the new Mishpakha Benefactor 
program, members who give 18% 
(Chai), 36% (Double Chai), 54% 
(Triple Chai) or 108% (Pillar) over the 
Sustaining Amount are recognized 
as Benefactors. We thank them for 
their commitment to and generous 
support of Temple Sholom. 
 

INTERESTED IN LEARNING HOW 
YOU CAN BECOME A BENEFACTOR?  
 

Contact Mark Nussenfeld at 
908.305.1061 or president@sholomnj.org

PILLAR BENEFACTORS

Ellen Berman

Natalie Darwin

Bill & Sandra Dreier

Alex & Luna Kaufman

David & Kathy  
Korngruen

Daniel & Ellen Wolff

TRIPLE CHAI

Austin & Stacy Bender

Jonathan & Laura  
Bransky

Linda & David Nieporent

David Richmand 

Janet Weinstein

DOUBLE CHAI

Marvin & Pam  
Brander

Lynda Goldschein

Claire Greenberg

Robin Lyons

Alan Nacht

Mark & Sandra  
Nussenfeld

George & Marlene  
Pogosky

CHAI

Rachel & Joel Camargo 

Michael Barmak &  
Connie Foland

Marjorie Cohen

Roger & Adrienne  
Graubard

Bruce & Jill Harris

David Harris

Alice Jaffe

Matt Klein &  
Nicole LaCorte Klein

Howard & Jodie Kornfeld

Jeffrey Messing &  
Grace Braverman

James & Stacey Pritchett 

Emily & German Serna

David & Jennifer Silverman

Jill & Christopher Wallis

Michael & Roberta Zito

Temple Topics is published 8 times each year by  
Temple Sholom, 1925 Lake Avenue, Scotch Plains.  

This newsletter is available at no cost to subscribers.

Thank you to our Benefactor Members

LET US KNOW WHAT IS GOING ON IN YOUR LIFE!
 
Please let us know about your good news and
simchas. We would love to print it in Temple Topics
so that our entire congregation can kvell and shep
nachas with you. Just call, fax or e-mail the Temple
office and share your glad tidings.

Judaism has a moment to share joys and sorrows
with the community—an Aliyah. Please call the
Temple office by Wednesday morning of any given 
week if you would like an Aliyah for the following 
Shabbat.

If you become ill or are hospitalized, please  
let us know. Rabbi Abraham would like to visit  
you, and we would like to add your name to our  
Mi-Sheberach list. The hospital is NOT allowed  
to contact the Temple or the Rabbi unless you  
explicitly request them to do so.

Note: To let us know about your news, please  
contact the Temple office directly.

Temple Sholom
A Reform Congregation affiliated with the

Union for Reform Judaism (URJ)

 Rabbi Joel N. Abraham

 Rabbi Emeritus Gerald A. Goldman

 Cantor Darcie Naomi Sharlein

 President Mark Nussenfeld

 Director of Education  Jennifer Levine

 Temple Administrator  Barbara Cooke

 Bookkeeper  Gayle Nettler

 Religious School 
 Administrative Assistant Amy Winkler

 Editor  Lisa Tannenbaum

 Advertising Coordinator  Linda Nieporent

 Temple Phone  908.889.4900

 E-mail  sholom@sholomnj.org

EXECUTIVE BOARD

 President  Mark Nussenfeld 

 1st VP Pamela Brander

 2nd VP Bill Nadel 

 Secretary  Jonathan Kaplan 

 Treasurer  Linda Nieporent 

 Asst. Treasurer Eugene Schulman 

 Immediate Past President Karyn R. Weingarten  

HONORARY MEMBERS 
OF THE BOARD

Natalie Darwin 

William Dreier 

Sandra Dreier

Catherine Gilbert 

Luna Kaufman

Suzanne M. Lyte 

Sandra Nussenfeld 

 

Steven Saltzman 

Martin Schwartz

Susan Sedwin 

Neil Smith 

Lucille Taub

Susan Weiseman

TRUSTEES

Stacey Bender

Jonathan Bransky

David Carton

Marjorie Cohen

Lisa Drapkin

Daniel Jablon

Matt Klein

Aron Laufer

Laine Sokolsky

Jill Wallis
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FROM THE RABBI’S STUDY

In his book, The Three Blessings, Rabbi Yoel Kahn traces the history of three of the blessings of 
the prayer that we call the nisim b’chol yom - the Miracles of Every Day, found in the morning 
blessings section of the daily and holiday morning service.  He traces them to an aphorism 
common in Hellenistic influenced civilizations, and ascribed to the philosopher, Aristotle: 
“There were three blessings for which he was grateful to fortune: First, that I was born a 
human being and not one of the brutes; next that I was born a man and not a woman; thirdly, 
a Greek and not a barbarian.”  Perhaps one could imagine that Aristotle was grateful to be a 
part of society which allowed him to engage in study and philosophic contemplation, which 
he imagined might be impossible were he any other than those three things, although in our 
modern eyes, he comes across as a xenophobic misogynist.

Later Jewish liturgical development took these three blessings and adapted them for inclusion 
into the blessing recited each morning, that became the nisim b’chol yom.  The Jewish  
formulation was more of a glass half-empty version: “Blessed are You, Adonai, our God, who 
did not make me a slave; ... who did not make me a goy (non-Jew); ... who did not make me a 
woman.”  Again, a charitable interpretation would imagine that we were supposed to thankful 
for being able to take up ol mitzvot - the yoke of the commandments, which neither slaves nor 
non-Jews are obligated to do, and which is not fully required of women (at least not the positive, 
time-bound mitzvot).  However, one might also imagine how this appeared to Jewish women, 
who watched their sons, fathers, and husbands rejoice each morning that they were not of the 
same gender as their sisters, daughters, wives, and mothers.  In modern terms, we call this a 
micro-aggression (although this might be more of a macro) - a statement that, perhaps  
unknowingly, makes others feel separate, apart, denigrated.  

Kahn notes that he found a medieval prayerbook that had been created for a woman that said 
the opposite, which might indicate that the blessing was about celebrating one’s own nature, but 
it is also possible that this change was a protest at the normative formulation.  When the Reform 
movement brought the nisim b’chol yom back into its liturgy, a few changes were made to make the prayer more affirmative.  
We thank God for having been created free, for making us of Israel, and for making us b’tzelem elohim - the phrase from the 
first creation in Genesis, which we translate as in the image of God.  The reference is even more pointed because the rest of 
the line states, “God created humanity in God’s own image, in the image of God - male and female, God created them.” [Gen. 
1:27]  This was actually the second revision.  The first was thanking God for creating me male/female, where the reader could 
choose their preference.

The earliest Reform Jews in Germany began the process of equalizing Judaism for men and women.  A conference was  
scheduled on the role of women in Judaism, which was never held, but the early Reformers did proclaim that, contrary to 
traditional halakhah, men and women were equally bound and equally able to fulfill the mitzvot of Judaism.  Despite that, only 
one woman was ordained in Germany (and privately, not by a seminary) just prior to World War II - Rabbi Regina Jonas.  The 
first woman ordained in a Reform seminary was Rabbi Sally Priesand, in 1972.  It has been one of the great privileges of my life 
to have had the opportunity to learn from Rabbi Priesand and her successors the g’dolei hador (great ones of the generation) 
and the challenges they faced finding their place in Jewish life.  Their stories are horrific.  What is even more horrific is that 
many of the prejudices they faced almost fifty years ago are still prevalent today.

The Lutheran Church in North Carolina put together a video this past year that detailed only the tamest of things that had 
been said to female pastors, called, “Seriously?” I commend you to watch it.  (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bTcaAk-
G86QQ)  Students at the Conservative Jewish seminary, JTS, created a Purim Spiel called “If Men Rabbis Were Spoken To The 
Way Women Rabbis Are Spoken To” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UAXYg1OObNU)  But for confidentiality, I could 
share with you the horrifying statements made to female rabbis and, worse, the situations of harassment and sexual predation 
that colleagues have endured which shocked me when a thread was created on our Reform Rabbis’ Facebook page.  

The problem is not one-way.  There are rabbis who make inappropriate comments and put congregants and staff members in 
uncomfortable situations.  There are congregants and volunteer leaders that put each other in such situations. Our tendency is to 
sweep such incidents under the rug, imagining that we must have heard wrong, or that the person offending is just a product 
of their upbringing or culture.  In doing this, we further victimize the recipient of the offense, rather than making our congregation a 
safe place for them, and for everyone.  When we make people uncomfortable in our synagogue home, and compound the  
offense by not sympathizing, or worse, not believing them, we drive them out not only of our community, but often from Judaism.

We must commit, as a congregation, to do all that we can to make our community a place where no one feels threatened or 
lessened because of their gender (or background, or race, or sexual identity or preference, or even politics).  To do that, we 
need to set clear guidelines for staff and members that allow us to call people out when they are making our space unsafe.  
But guidelines are only words on paper.  We need - staff and volunteer leaders alike - to commit to training: training on how to 
recognize such behavior - in ourselves and others; how to react in the moment; and how to follow up after.

Finally, a word about sexual, physical, and psychological abuse and harassment.  I was told recently by a female colleague, 
whose father was a rabbi, that her father only had two incidents in his career where people came to him to share personal 
experiences of abuse or harassment.  As a female rabbi, she had over twenty people come to her in her first year.  We have 
created a society where people do not feel safe seeking help and comfort, especially by those who are perceived to  
perpetuate the culture that sweeps such behavior under the rug.  On my part, I pledge to listen, not to judge, and to believe; to 
be a non-anxious presence and to offer whatever help is requested, not to impose my own solutions.  We need to create  
a congregation that truly supports and shelters its members.  We can only do that if we recognize the defense mechanisms  
already in place around us, and consciously tear them down.  Only then will we be able to truly give thanks for the blessing 
that each and every one of us was created in the Divine image. 

Rabbi Joel N. Abraham

“ Blessed are You, 
Adonai, our God, 
who has made  
me in the Divine 
image” 
-  Nisim b’chol yom 

(Miracles of Every 

Day), Morning  

Blessings
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PRESIDENT’S MONTHLY MEMO

I would like to thank all our members and their families that volunteered 
for the housing of our Family Promise guests in late December. Whether 
you stayed overnight, cooked or served a meal, cleaned up or donated 
items for our guests, this is a community activity that we can all be 
proud of. Most of us are very fortunate in that we live in comfortable 
safe homes, with food in our refrigerators and money in our pockets and 
nice cars in our garages. We should never forget that we are not that far 
away from one or more life circumstance impacting what we have.   

Special thanks go to Jill Kaplan, Larry Trenk, Nicole LaCorte Klein and 
Matt Klein for organizing this community wide effort. We are working on a setting a date for 2019 
so if you haven’t had the opportunity to volunteer please be on the lookout for the dates in 2019.  

It truly is an honor to be President of a community that shows caring and compassion for non- 
members as well as members of our Temple family. In the last month our Temple family lost Hope 
Isaacs, Gary Klein, Judge Leonard Sachar and Margaret Jaffe. Our condolences go out to these  
families. The show of compassion with the attendance by our members at the funerals and Shiva 
services truly shows the character of our Temple Sholom community. For those of you who  
attended the Shiva services you were given a glimpse of the impact that these family members  
had on others and especially their kids and grandkids. Eventhough they are no longer with us they 
will continue to have a lasting impact on their descendants by the lives they lived and the examples 
they set. Thanks to the Rabbi Abraham, Cantor Scharlein and Cantor Feibush for leading us through 
these life cycle events. Thanks also to our religious Practices Chair Bruce Harris for leading Shiva 
services when needed. If you ever have the desire to learn how to lead a Shiva service, we can  
show you how. Having lead many of them over the years it truly is a rewarding experience.  

My adult children continue to ask me why I chose to get more involved with Temple leadership  
after 12 years as Religious Practices Chair and two terms as Board member. Being a part of  
our Temple Sholom community through seeing and feeling the care and compassion that the  
membership has for each other makes anything your Temple leadership does not work but just 
helping our Temple family.   

If you are new to the Temple Sholom family or have not gotten involved with any aspect of Temple 
life, I invite you to do so in whatever you feel most comfortable. If attending a Friday night service  
is not your thing then come to a social event or volunteer for a social action activity. The Temple 
Sholom membership is the most warm, friendly, smart and fun group of people you will find  
anywhere. We don’t always agree on everything, but we will discuss issues of the world in a  
respectful manner.      

I hate to bring Temple Finances again, but thanks to those members who have increased their 
pledges or made contributions to Temple Funds. We are a little closer to having a balanced budget 
for the end of this year, but we are still not close enough. If you feel that the vitality of the Temple 
Sholom is of importance to you, then please increase your pledge by 10% so we can maintain the 
level of Temple operations.  

If you can’t increase your pledge, then go buy scrip cards. We all shop at a store or online for food, 
clothes or go out to eat. You can buy scrip cards that cost you the same as you would spend on line 
or in the store. By using scrip, the Temple gets a fixed percentage of what you spend. It does not 
cost you any more out of your pocket. For information on everything you need to know about the 
scrip program go on the Temple’s website at  https://www.sholomnj.org/about-us/temple- 
sholom-scrip-program.

If you have any concerns, questions or suggestions please reach out to me at  
President@sholomnj.org or 908-305-1061.  
President Mark Nussenfeld
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CANTOR’S CORNER

Remember those old coffee commercials? They went something like 

this: sunlight filters in through the window; an adult serenely wakes up, 

pads through an immaculate house, and gets the coffee started; other 

family members wake up and start coming into the kitchen, each smiling 

and looking refreshed – the start of a beautiful day!

Well, if your home is anything like mine, those old commercials do not 

exactly resemble reality. I can assure you there is not much serene or 

calm happening most mornings in the Sharlein household! 

It is all too easy to start our day not quite on the right foot. It’s too easy to press the snooze 

button until rushing becomes a neccesity; to check the news and/or social media right away 

and get stressed before even getting out of bed; to launch into the day’s tasks without allowing 

for even a moment of calm…. 

But imagine how lovely it would be to have a moment or two of calm in the morning. Not  

made-for-TV calm, but a little bit of real life calm. Just a moment or two to ground us before 

getting the day started. Just a little bit of time to help get things off on the right foot.

With this in mind, I invite you to join me in a Good Morning Gratitude challenge.

The rabbis gave us a beautiful gift for each morning: the Modeh/Modah Ani prayer (“modeh” is 

the masculine; “modah” is the feminine form). It is meant to be said upon waking up: “Modeh/

modah ani l’fanecha, Melech chai v’kayam, she-hechezarta bi nishmati b’chemla, rabbah emu-

natecha.” – “I offer thanks to You, ever-living Sovereign, for restoring my soul to me in mercy: 

how great is Your trust.” The rabbis considered sleep akin to death, and taught that upon  

waking our soul is returned to us. So in other words, the Modeh/Modah Ani is saying, “Thank 

You, God, for allowing me to wake up this morning.”

For the Good Morning Gratitude Challenge, I invite you to take a Modeh/Modah Ani moment 

each morning, preferably before getting out of bed and doing anything else.  
 
Here’s what to do:

1. With your eyes closed, take a slow, deep breath.

2. Open your eyes and look at something that makes you happy.

3. Say thank you. 

What sort of thank you should you say in step 3? You might want to say the Modeh/Modah Ani 

prayer (whether in Hebrew or English). You could use the “in other words” version (Thank You, 

God, for allowing me to wake up this morning). You could give thanks for whatever it was in 

step 2 you were looking at. You might think ahead to something you are looking forward to that 

day and give thanks for that opportunity. You could give thanks for the sunlight; the new day; 

the weather. Of course the possibilities are limitless. The important thing is to find something 

you are thankful for, and to take a moment to express your thanks. 

I hope that taking a Modeh/Modah Ani moment each morning will help get your day started in 

a positive, grounding way. Please let me know how it goes!

 Cantor Darcie Sharlein



RELIGIOUS SCHOOL NEWS AND VIEWS

Shalom Temple Families,

We are making some exciting strides in programming this year. It’s 
typical that we have a number of enthusiastic teenagers helping 
out in our religious school classrooms.  This year, motivated by last 
year’s Board of Education year of self-inquiry, we have put specific 
attention into building our teen helpers skills and responsibilities 
in the classroom.

To that end, we have given Erika Green (currently our 3rd grade 
Hebrew teacher and 4th grade Religious school teacher) the role of “Rosh Madrichim” 
– translation – head of our teen assistants.

In the capacity, she is training and monitoring their work in the classroom – growing it 
from simply fetching supplies for our teachers, to taking attendance, overseeing weekly 
check-ins, leading reviews from the lesson prior and building up to teaching their own 
lesson on the weekly Torah portion.

In addition, a few of our teens have been selected to work with students who have  
special needs one on one. We will be providing them with ongoing support and  
training. These relationships are growing, creating a special bond between teen and 
student and providing much needed support in the classroom.

Currently we have 15 teens assisting on Sundays and 5 on Tuesdays. Teen involvement 
such as this is a value add for our entire community – and for the teens themselves in 
so many ways, it’s almost impossible to quantify.

On the most basic level, our teens are our best role models for our younger students – 
giving them a tangible picture of how their Jewish learning and community connection 
can support them as they grow up! Our teens have the opportunity to build their  
confidence, take on new responsibility and maintain and deepen their connection  
with Judaism and Temple Sholom.

We also have made tremendous strides with our inclusion program. Under the  
leadership of congregant Josh Bornstein, our inclusion committee is actively helping  
to provide services so not only are the children currently involved receiving the  
accommodations they need, but a wider range of children can benefit from our  
religious school program.

The committee is also increasing inclusion awareness through community events such 
as the documentary “Deej”  which played on Feb. 3rd– highlighting one special needs 
child successful journey toward full inclusion.

The inclusion committee is also participating in a grant program sponsored by the  
Metro West Federation, at the conclusion of which, the Temple will get the opportunity 
to apply for funding to further it’s inclusion efforts.

The web of connection we are creating is growing and I am so proud of everyone’s  
efforts.

If you are a teen that is not currently working in our religious school and you would  
like to, please call me!

B’Shalom, 
Jennifer Levine 
Director of Education
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TEMPLE HAPPENINGS

The Men’s Club had their annual Chili Cook-Off on Sunday, 1/13. David 
Korngruen won first place for best chili, followed by a 2nd place tie  
between Alex Bernstein and Jonathan Kaplan.

<  Ilene Schulman & 
Mark Nussenfeld

^  Seth Weingarten &  
Scott Lerner,  
Men’s Club Co-Presidents

<  David Liss,  
Neil Sedwin, 
Rabbi Abraham 
& Bruce Kleiman 
sampling chili

^ 
 Rabbi Abraham and a group of clergy meet with Governor Murphy.

 

Roger Schwartz, brother of Marty Schwartz, 1/16/19 

Clarissa Lyons, daughter of Robin Lyons, 1/19/19

CONDOLENCES



CONGRATULATIONS TO THIS MONTH’S B’NEI MITZVAHS

My name is ELLIOT ARCHER CASEY RUBIN and I became a 
Bar-Mitzvah on Feb 2nd, 2019 with my twin brother Sam.  I 
have been attending Temple Sholom since the days back 
at the church, even though it was just at babysitting as my 
Dad taught.  I love sports and play it as much as I can.  I 
play travel and rec soccer and basketball, but really enjoy 
playing “streetball” with my friends at the youth center or in 
front of our houses.  I also like playing 2K19 (and other vid-
eo games) with my friends.  I enjoy being a Boy Scout and 
going hiking and whitewater rafting. I am an honor student at Colonia Middle 
School and help as a madrichim on Tuesdays at Hebrew School.  I like all kinds 
of music based on the lyrics and beats.  I put extra effort into everything that I 
do because I strive to be the best at all that I do.  I worked really hard with the 
Rabbi and Cantor to become Bar Mitzvah.  For my Mitzvah project I tied paracord 
bracelets and sold them.  The money was donated to help soldiers with PTSD 
through Wounded Warriors. I am proud of what I have accomplished so far 
and look forward to continually pushing myself to grow.  I am grateful for my 
family (Mom, Dad, Molly, Sam and our cat, Mookie), my friends, my teachers 
(both public and temple school) and the whole temple community.

  

My name is SAMUEL DRIESEN CASEY RUBIN and I became a 
Bar-Mitzvah on Feb 2nd, 2019 with my twin brother  
Elliot.  We started attending Hebrew School when we were 
4 and went to Mommy and Me Hebrew classes. I love to 
play video games with friends and my brother.  I am on the 
Math Team at Colonia Middle School and really enjoy the 

competition.  I like to tell jokes, have been in talent shows at 
school and enjoy making people laugh.  I like to watch  

science based shows and would like to pursue that as a career, I 
am just not sure how...yet.  My passion is LEGOs.  I can do the most 

difficult of kits with ease.  The thing I enjoy most is taking them apart and re-
building them the way I think they should have been designed.  I learned from 
going to Universal Studios that I like fast roller coasters. I like soccer and 
have become a really good goalkeeper.  With my brother at defense and me 
in the net, we do not give up many goals. I am a Boy Scout and I love hiking, 
camping and fishing.  I help as a madrichim on Tuesdays at Hebrew School.  I 
have worked hard on my studies with the Rabbi and Cantor and I am proud 
of myself.  I am glad that I adopted a Polar bear family for my Mitzvah project 
through the World Wildlife Fund because I believe we have a responsibility 
to preserve nature and the animals that live there.  I want to thank my Mom, 
Dad, Molly and Elliot.  I am grateful for all of  the support they have given me 
throughout this process.  I would also like to all my teachers and the whole 
temple for helping me grow to become the young man I am today.
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AVA LERNER is a high honor roll student at Terrill  
Middle School in Scotch Plains.  Ava loves music and  
is learning to play guitar.  After her Bat Mitzvah on 
February 23, 2019, she would also like to start playing 
the drums.  Ava is a black belt in Tae Kwon Do and is 
planning to earn her second degree black belt within 
the next year.  She also enjoys student teaching  
beginning and intermediate martial arts classes and 
made this the focus of her Mitzvah Project, teaching self-defense and 
anti-bullying to 3 local brownie and girl scout troops.  Ava loves to make 
and edit movies.  Ava also loves to play basketball, spend time with her 
friends and play with her dog, Casey.  Ava’s family is very important  
to her and one of her favorite things to do is spend time at her  
grandparent’s beach house in Cape May, NJ with her grandparents  
and all of her cousins.

Jaime LaRosa  2/1

Jacob Schulman  2/1

Beth Blitzstein  2/2

Jemma Brickman  2/3

Riley Brickman  2/3

Hunter Libby   2/3 

Ari Barmak  2/4

Wendy Sciara  2/4

Ruth Smith  2/4

Lauren Gluck   2/5

Alexa LaRosa  2/5

April Rosenthal  2/5

Jennifer Blumenstock  2/6

Shari Littman  2/6

Elana Rebecca Nieporent  2/7

Ari White  2/7

Rick Lieberman  2/9

Mark Rosen  2/9

Rebecca King     2/10

Sophie Mason  2/11

Jeannette Koizumi  2/12

Shea Sklarin  2/12

Jordana Reisberg  2/13

Isaac Amador  2/14

Spencer Brown  2/14

Deanna Zollinger  2/14

Morton Edelman  2/15

Ronald Loewinger   2/15 

Charlotte Seiden  2/15

Jamie Kristiansen  2/16

Nancy Tepper  2/16

Mallory Banks  2/17

Lynn Mollick  2/18

Judy Schwartz  2/18

Nicole LaCorte-Klein  2/19

Dov Ben-Shimon    2/20

Ava Lerner 2/20

Harry Dreier 2/21

Faina Ozni  2/21 

George Pogosky 2/22

David Sprinzen 2/22

Harold Yood 2/23

Susan Lehman 2/24

Meadow Spieler 2/25

Emma Rothman 2/27

Benjamin Serna 2/27

Marcia Glatman 2/28

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!

Lynn Mollick & Milton Spett 2/12

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY

Please welcome Peter & Judith Juris 
and their children Evan & Leelynn.

Welcome back to Lee and Michael 
Shapiro London.

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS

MAZAL TOV TO JEFF BANKS! 
Our new Fanwood Councilman!



FEBRUARY 1 

Arthur Abraham

David J. Arenson

Solomon Barishman

Martin Baruch

Joseph Beck

Alice Berkman

Mary Berman

Harry Blitzer

Jacob Breen

Peggy Brown

Anna Dresdale

Sarah Eva Epstein

Esther Goldstein

Charles Golin

Barry Gollin

Archie Greenberg

Mae Gross

Helen Hagenow

Annelie Herzberg

Clara Ray Kirschenbaum

Harold Kravitz

Zenia Laufer

Sadie Behar Mardy

Brad Menkes

Joseph Moomaw

Lena Pearl

Sydney Pinn

Bertha Resch

Barbara Rosen

Ted Rosenblatt

Kalman Rothberg

Louis Rubin

Eva Sandberg

Helen B. Sandow

Leonard Smith

Pearl Sommer

Ida St. Lifer

Rebecca Tumminello

Rae Balaban Verbel

Stewart Wolf

FEBRUARY 8 

Doris Boress

Sidney Breen

Esheli Bronston

Barbara Danziger

Harry Dreier

Alta Dubkin

Frank Fineberg

Frederick Fineberg

Abraham David Glass

Jarrod Alexander Goldfarb

Perry Goldfeder

Herbert Abraham Gold-

stein

Carl Gordon

Gerson Gordon

Jack Greenspan

Hannah Miriam Hey

Edwin Kaufman

Bella Liebowitz

Clara Lifson

Susan McCormack

Bertha Nathanson

Max Nathanson

Jeanette Poppel

Charles Rosenberg

Carl Sachs

Bernard Sass

Charles Simkin

Stephen Siner

Bernice Spigel

Harry Taub

David Trenk

Al Vogel

Marie Webb

Gertrude Weiseman

FEBRUARY 15 

Julius Berman

Stanley Bloom

Anna Bobylova

Tillie Brickman

Marvin Cohen

David Darwin

George Dinnerman

Anna Drachman

Irma Fleck

Marvin Gold

Paula Gordon

Sophie Jaffe

George Kadushin

Bette Lewin

Philip Liberman

Alfred Moser

Paul Owens

Ronald Peterson

Dorothy Scher

Jessica Schoenberg

Hannah Schwartz

Bernard Weigl

Jac B Weiseman

Julienne Winarsky

FEBRUARY 22 

Hannah Aaronson

Matthew Arasin

Kate Belok

Jerome Bendorf

Edith Berlant

Robert Scott Berman

Katherine Bisgay

Philip Brenner

Adele Calo

Henriette Chester

Stanley Cohen

Harry Edelman

Dorothy Friedman

Lena G. Goldberg

Jeanne Goldman

Marion Golub

Sanford Gottlieb

Jonathan Grebanier

Barnet Kenyon

Benjamin Klein

Cele Konigsberg

Adam Koprowski

Paul Karl Levine

Dora M. Levy

Jay Murray

Rose Nacht

Bernard Nussenfeld

Alvin Pearl

Abram Popick

Jacob Rubin

Nancy Sarnoff

Lee Schoeman

Ida Schoenhouse

Irene Scovronek

Rivka Seiden

Benjamin Tepper

Clara Thorner

Sylvia Weingarten

MARCH 1 

Lillian Adelman

Blanche Bader

Aaron Borg

Mildred Dengrove

Bella S. Fass

George Gilbert

Gita Ginzbursky

Fannie Haftel

Solomon Harris

Ruth Jacobson

Judy Kaplan

Mary Klein

Henrietta Kramer

Richard Kulick

Bonnie Lederman

Augusta Stadler Levin

Lawrence Littman

Lawrence Littman

Maurice Marin

Tobia Meyers

Harold Nadel

Bertha Nathanson

Stefanie Nieporent

Bessie Payenson

Sanky Perlowin

Marion Rapps

Gussie Richman

Anita Romalis

Emil Romm

Abraham Rothseid

Gertrude Rudwitz

Florence Shapiro

Allan Sheldon

Shirley Silver

Harold Stein

Joseph Reuben  

   Usdansky

George Winarsky

CYCLE OF LIFE
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We are seeking an organizer to 
collect and organize bi-monthly 
submissions for Temple Topics. 

NO SKILLS REQUIRED!   
Just be organized with email.  
Please call the office if you are 
interested in helping to work 
on the issues.

11
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Show Your Temple Pride! 
 
Here is Cantor Sharlein modeling our Temple  
Sholom Boat Bag! Mugs and car magnets are also 
available. 
 
All are available for purchase in the Temple office. 
Please make checks payable to Temple Sholom. 
 

 

Magnets $3 
Mugs   $8 
Bags:  $20 

Higgins Home for Funerals, Inc. 
 Serving the Jewish community since 1868 

 Prearranged Payment Plans 

 Out of State Services 

 Family 
owned and 
operated 
for over 
135 years. 

Watchung 

752 Mountain Boulevard 

Plainfield 

209 West 8th Street 

(908)756-0017 

Eighth of a 
page ads. 
Next page is 
quarter/half 
page ads 

Show Your  
Temple Pride!

Mugs, tote bags and car  
magnets are available for  
purchase in the Temple office.  
Please make checks payable  
to Temple Sholom.

MAGNETS $3
MUGS $8 
TOTE BAG $5

PLOTS AVAILABLE AT MOUNT LEBANON CEMETERY
Temple Sholom has Cemetery Plots for sale at Mount Lebanon in Iselin. There are singles, doubles  
and several multiple plots available.  We offer plots at well below the going rate as a consideration  
for our community. Non-Jewish spouses and immediate family members can also purchase plots  

alongside their loved ones where available. 

Please call David Korngruen 908-868-8982 with your questions and/or interest for more information.

When you think about what you’d like 
to leave behind, please consider a  
legacy gift to Temple Sholom.
Please contact me if this is something 
you have thought about or would like 
to consider.
  Bruce Harris,  

Endowment Committee  
marxman@comcast.net

▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ 

▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ 
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TEMPLE SHOLOM FUNDS (Please Indicate One) 
The following are funds that members of Temple Sholom have created to encourage activities by and 

for members of the congregation and the surrounding community. Named tributes (minimum of $15) as 
well as regular donations are welcome.  

 

I would like to donate  $18  $36 $54  Other $ ____ to the fund marked below in 
 Honor /  Memory of ______________________ By ___________________ 

 My check is enclosed  Please bill my Temple account (Temple members only) 
GENERAL FUNDS

 Building Beautification Fund  
 Cantor’s Discretionary Fund  
 Congregants’ Emergency Fund 

 To provide short term financial aid to members in dire straits 
 Frances & William Goldstein Library Fund  

 To purchase & repair publications, books & equipment 
 Hospitality Fund  
 Litner/Podolier Membership Assistance Fund 
 Marie Fuss Senior Citizen Fund 

 To provide an annual special program for this membership group 
 Mortgage Retirement Fund 
 Music Fund To enhance music at the Temple 
 Prayerbook Fund 
 President’s Discretionary Fund  

To be used by the President for/to the benefit of the Temple 
 Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund 
 Temple Sholom Endowment Fund 
  Initial Funding from Harold Schwartz President’s Fund  
 Temple Sholom Wish List Donation 
 Tzedakah Fund for Social Action & Caring Committee Activities 
 Unrestricted Temple Donation 

Non Profit Org. 
U.S. POSTAGE 

PAID 
Rahway, N.J. 

Permit No. 712 

TEMPLE SHOLOM 
1925 LAKE AVENUE 
SCOTCH PLAINS, NJ 07076 

DATED MAIL 

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED 

EDUCATION & SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS 
 

 A. A. Null/ Lang Kodesh Fund for Youth Activities 
 For leadership training and other worthwhile activities for Temple     
youth. 

 Goldschein/J. Schwartz Confirmation Trip Scholarship Fund 
 Irving Bussel Fund for the Benefit of the Religious School 

 For teacher education workshops 
 Norman & Iris Pianko Innovative Education Fund  

 For innovative programs for teachers and/or students of the 
Religious School 

 Rabbi Nathanson Adult Education Fund  
 For special & adult eduation programs 

 Religious School Equipment Fund 
 To purchase equipment for the Religious School 

 Ruth Rutenberg Fund for Lifelong Learning 
 To support and publicize lifelong learning 

 Sarah Fund For Religious School Scholarships 
 The Dreier Family Fund for the Religious School 

 To enhance the Religious School through art, theater, or music  
     programming 

TEMPLE SHOLOM
1925 LAKE AVENUE

SCOTCH PLAINS, NJ 07076

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

Non Profit Org.
U.S.POSTAGE

PAID
Rahway, N.J.

Permit No. 712

TEMPLE SHOLOM FUNDS (Please Indicate One)
The following are funds that members of Temple Sholom have created to encourage activities by and  
for members of the congregation and the surrounding community. Named tributes (minimum of $15)  

as well as regular donations are welcome

I would like to donate 0 $18 0 $36 0 $54 0 Other $ ____ to the fund marked below in
0 Honor / 0 Memory of ______________________ By ___________________ 

0 My check is enclosed 0 Please bill my Temple account (Temple members only)

EDUCATION & SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS

0  A. A. Null/ Lang Kodesh Fund for Youth Activities  
For leadership training and other worthwhile activities for Temple youth.

0  Chai Campership Fund 
To support our youth in attending Jewish camp & travel to Israel 

0  Education Inclusion Fund 
  Funds staffing and resources to support successful inclusion of children 
with special needs in educational programs

0  Goldschein/J. Schwartz Confirmation Trip Scholarship Fund

0  Irving Bussel Fund for the Benefit of the Religious School 
For teacher education workshops

0  Norman & Iris Pianko Innovative Education Fund  
For innovative programs for teachers and/or students of the  
Religious School

0  Rabbi Nathanson Adult Education Fund  
For special & adult eduation programs

0  Religious School Equipment Fund  
To purchase equipment for the Religious School

0  Ruth Rutenberg Fund for Lifelong Learning  
To support and publicize lifelong learning

0  Sarah Fund For Religious School Scholarships

0  The Dreier Family Fund for the Religious School  
To enhance the Religious School through art, theater, or  
music programming

GENERAL FUNDS
0  Building Beautification Fund

0  Cantor’s Discretionary Fund

0  Congregants’ Emergency Fund  
To provide short term financial aid to members in dire straits

0  Frances & William Goldstein Library Fund  
To purchase & repair publications, books & equipment

0  Hospitality Fund

0  Litner/Podolier Membership Assistance Fund

0  Marie Fuss Senior Citizen Fund  
To provide an annual special program for this membership group

0  Mortgage Retirement Fund

0  Music Fund To enhance music at the Temple

0  Prayerbook Fund

0  Harold Schwartz Presidents’ Discretionary Fund  
To be used by the President for/to the benefit of the Temple

0  Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund

0  Temple Sholom Endowment Fund  
Initial Funding from Harold Schwartz President’s Fund

0  Temple Sholom Wish List Donation

0  Tzedakah Fund for Social Action & Caring Committee Activities

0  Unrestricted Temple Donation
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